80” x 44” Wedge
Now available on
LOWBOY Models

New large wedge platform for LOW truck beds!

- Available on 1,800 and 2,500 lb. AST and ATU Lowboy model liftgates for trucks with bed heights down to 36”, laden
- Heavy-duty diamond tread steel platform, reinforced on bottom with steel bolsters for proper load distribution, designed for pallet operations
- Dual closer springs on main section for easy opening and closing
- Platform is shot blast and powder coated for a durable, attractive finish

Add our maximum duty 2-step dock bumpers with rubber bumper pads (standard on ATU) for a combination that will provide you with years of reliable dock and pallet service.

To order an AST or ATU lowboy liftgate with our new 80” x 44” wedge platform, contact your nearest Anthony distributor from our distributor locator at www.anthonyliftgates.com, or phone us at 1-800-482-0003.